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ent kinds of tests on the blood we nation concept. "The ISO 9002 has
receive, whereas according to our helped us to achieve the highest
country's standards, only four are specifi9ation set in this field," he
mandatory." To maintain such strict avers.
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when ']eevan' acquired the ISO
9002 certificate, the tasks of Dr P
Srinivasan
and Dr Saranya
Narayan, the directors of this Blood
Bank, was only half-done."Basically it is a hallmark for quality of
international standards," says Dr
Srinivasan. "They are no different
from the standards set for any other
industry and thanks to the efforts of
the Rotary, Club of Madras East, we

Rs700 on every donor for the tests
alone and the total expenses comes
to Rsl,700 per donor. But Jeevan
supplies blood and components free
of charge to bums patients at GoveI1}JllentHospitals, children undergoing cardiac surgery and for cancer afflicted children.
"The real aim of Jeevan is to
popularise the concept of component transfusion and to set-up qual-

which are exempt under section
80G of the Income Tax Act. "We
need 'circulation of money for the
circulation of blood!" smiles Dr
Srinivasan.
,Jeevan' Blood Centre, 1 Iagannathan
Road, Nungambakkam, Chennai • 600 034,
ph: 8231911, 8220494. Fax: 8258242
email: safeb1ood@vsnl.com
web:
www.jeevan.org

